ABSTRACT
Aiming at the problem that the existing workflow management systems are not effective in describing and establishing data flow, conceptions of interior data flow and exterior data flow are introduced in this paper. Based on analyzing characteristics of data flows, a new architecture of workflow data management in distributed environments is proposed. In the proposed architecture the runtime nodes in runtime level are responsible for control flow, and the data nodes in data level are responsible for data flow. The execution of receiver activity on runtime node triggers the data replication mechanism of the data level. Then the required data flow between runtime nodes can be established. Compared with the existing methods of data flow implementation, the proposed method of data description and data access mechanism provide data transmission for the exterior data, and convenient the description and implementation for the interior data. The proposed method has value in designing data management in workflow management system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In existing Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs), Many scholars have paid attention to workflow data managements from different points of view, such as special data management [1,2], data delivery [3], data distribution [4], data ETL process optimization [5,6], data consistency [7] and data flow management [8,9], and have solved corresponding problems. The common of these methods is that data flow direction is consistent with control flow. After a large number of business processes have being analyzed from the perspective of data flow, we find data flow isn’t always consistent with control flow. These data flows inconsistent with control flow and the data transmitted by these data flows have not gotten enough attention. Manual method or assistant software has to be used to implement these data flows and data delivery. From the overall view of WfMS, neither manual method nor assistant software has taken these data flows management as part of WfMS, which against the idea of automatically cooperating resources, people and tools distributed over a wide geographic. Based on an extensible organized flexible workflow model, this paper will solve the problem of establishing the data flow which is inconsistent with control flow.

2. TYPES OF DATA FLOW
According to the direction of data flow and control flow and the position of provider and receiver activities, data flow can be classified into coincident data flow, striding data flow, converse data flow and inter-process data flow, as shown in Figure 1.

(1) Coincident Data Flow
Coincident data flow is consistent with control flow, and the provider and receiver activities are exactly the same as those of the control flow, as shown in Figure 1(a).

(2) Striding Data Flow
Striding data flow is also consistent with control flow, except that it spans several control flows, and the provider and receiver activities are different from those of control flows, as shown in Figure 1(b).

(3) Converse Data Flow
Converse data flow conflicts with control flow in the same business process, as shown in Figure 1(c).

(4) Inter-process Data Flow
Inter-process data flow emerges among different business processes, as shown in Figure 1(d).

When the data transmitted by a data flow can be transmitted by control flow, the data flow is called interior data flow. Coincident data flow and striding data flow belong to interior data flow. When the data transmitted by a data flow can not be transmitted by any control flow, the data flow is called exterior data flow. Converse data flow and inter-process data flow belong to exterior data flow. The data transmitted by interior data flow is call interior data. The data transmitted by exterior data flow is call exterior data.

3. WORKFLOW DATA MANAGEMENT
According to the realization of data flow, the existing distributed WfMSs can be classified into WfMS using control flow and WfMS using special database [2,8,9]. These systems are appropriate for interior data flow, but inappropriate for exterior data flow. The fundamental reason is that the existing systems don’t separate the data flow management from the control flow management completely and don’t offer appropriate methods for data description and data access mechanism. So a new architecture of workflow data management in distributed environment is proposed in this section. In this architecture the runtime nodes in runtime level are responsible for control flow, and the data nodes in data level are responsible for data flow.

Execution of the receiver activity triggers the underlying data duplication mechanism in data level so that the data flow between runtime nodes is established.

3.1. Architecture of Workflow Data Management

The architecture of workflow data management consists of build-time level, runtime level and Data level. Build-time level is responsible for the definition of workflow; runtime level is responsible for data flow, and data level is responsible for data flow.

Build-time level is composed of a group of workflow build-time nodes. Every build-time node which contains a group of workflow build-time tools is responsible for defining business process within the scope of jurisdiction, and coordinates with other build-time nodes.

Every runtime node contains a workflow engine responsible for the execution of activities assigned to the node, and coordinates with other runtime nodes. All runtime nodes and build-time nodes form a tree structure in which runtime node is the leaf node and build-time node is the branch node. For each runtime node has a build-time node as its parent node, the build-time node is called local build-time node of the runtime node. As shown in Figure 2, the local build-time node of runtime nodes $R_1$, $R_2$ and $R_3$ is $B_0$, the one of runtime node $R_4$ is $B_0$, and the one of $R_5$, $R_6$ and $R_7$ is $B_0$. The jurisdiction of a build-time node is all the nodes in its sub-tree. A runtime node can only receive workflow definition from its local build-time node and the ancestor build-time nodes. For example, the runtime node $R_1$ can only receive from build-time nodes $B_1$ and $B_0$.

Data level is composed of a group of workflow data nodes. When a build-time node has runtime nodes as child nodes, there is a data node related to the build-time node. Every data node maintains workflow data provided by runtime nodes within the scope of jurisdiction, establishes data communication with these runtime nodes, and exchanges required data with other data nodes. The data node is called local data node of the build-time node and those runtime nodes. As shown in Figure 2, data node $D_0$ is the local data node of build-time node $B_0$ and is responsible for the workflow data provided by runtime node $R_4$. $D_1$ is the one of $B_1$, responsible for the data provided by $R_1$, $R_2$ and $R_3$. And $D_2$ is the one of $B_2$, responsible for the data provided by $R_5$, $R_6$ and $R_7$.

In this architecture, runtime node is in charge of control navigation, and data node is in charge of data access. Every runtime node can only access data from its local data node. When providing workflow data, the provider activity commits data to its local data node. When requesting workflow data, the receiver activity receives data from its local data node. If the required data is not maintained at local data node, the data duplication mechanism of data level will be triggered.

3.2. Data Description

In the existing systems, workflow data description is mainly about the interior data [1,2,8,9], lack of the exterior data description, so these systems hardly support exterior data flow and exterior data management. In this section a new data description method will be put forward. Three basic conceptions of DataStub, DataTable and DataFile on build-time node and data node are given.

$$\text{DataStub} = \{s | s = (\text{Did}, e, a)\}$$

$\text{DataStub}$ is a set of the stub $s$, $s$ is a triple group of $\text{Did}$, $e$ and $a$. $\text{Did}$ denotes data identifier which can uniquely identify $s$. $e$ denotes existing state, $a$ denotes the data location. When $e=0$ which denoting that the data doesn’t exist in this node, $a$ denotes the address of the data node in which the data is maintained. When $e=1$ which denoting that the data exist in this node, $a$ denotes the location of $\text{DataTable}$ in this node.

$$\text{DataTable} = \{\text{Did}, R\} = \{\text{Did}, \{r | r = (\text{Tid}, v_1, v_2, ..., v_n)\}\}$$

$\text{DataTable}$ is a binary group of $\text{Did}$ and $R$. $R$ is a set of $r$, $r$ is a $n+1$ group of $\text{Tid}$, $v_1$, $v_2$, ..., and $v_n$. $\text{Tid}$ denotes a process instance identifier which can uniquely identify $r$. $v_i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) denotes a data item of $r$, and is also the data item produced by provider activity. One $\text{DataTable}$ relates to one $s$ in $\text{DataStub}$.

$$\text{DataFile} = \{\text{Did}, \text{Tid}, \text{RD}\}$$

$\text{DataFile}$ is a file that is formed by data items, which are provided by provider activity, based on a data template. Its formal description is:

$$\text{DataFile} = \{\text{Did}, \text{Tid}, \text{RD}\} = \{\text{Did}, \{d_i \} | d_i \in \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_n\} \}$$

$\text{DataFile}$ is triples group of $\text{Did}$, $\text{Tid}$ and $\text{RD}$. $\text{RD}$ is a set of data items and their display form, $d_i$ is the display form of $v_i$. One $\text{DataFile}$ related to one $r$ in $\text{DataTable}$.

3.3. Data Access Mechanism

In Figure 2, for each data node only maintains the data provided by the runtime nodes within the scope of jurisdiction, how to get the location of the required data and how to access the data must be supported. Stub establishment mechanism and data
duplication mechanism discussed this section will solve the problem of data location and data access respectively.

3.3.1. Stub Establishment Mechanism
Stub mechanism is used to solve the problem of data location. When defining a business process, a build-time node also defines the data that is provided or received by an activity. When issuing the definition, the build-time node should do the followed work: (1) the providing information of interior data is issued to the local data node, and the data node inserts a new stub in its DataStub; (2) the providing information of exterior data is issued to the local data node, and the data node inserts a new stub; (3) the providing information of exterior data is issued to all build-time nodes within the sub-tree, and these build-time nodes insert a new stub in its DataStub; (4) the providing information of exterior data is issued to those local data nodes which are related to all build-time nodes within the sub-tree, and these data nodes insert a new stub in its DataStub.

3.3.2. Data Duplication Mechanism
Data duplication mechanism is used to solve the problem of data access. It provides file duplication and data item duplication.

(1) File Duplication
File duplication duplicate the DataFiles from the data node which contains the requested data to local data node. File duplication includes: Single-file duplication duplicates a DataFile whose primary key satisfies certain condition. It is applied in exterior data flow and exterior data flow; Same-type multi-files duplication duplicates some DataFiles from the same DataTable whose general data items satisfy certain condition. It is applied in exterior data flow; Multi-types multi-files duplication duplicates some DataFiles from different DataTables whose general data items satisfy certain condition. It is applied in exterior data flow.

(2) Data Item Duplication
Data item duplication duplicates data items in DataTable from the data node which contains the requested data to local data node. Data item duplication includes: Single-record whole data items duplication duplicates whole data items of the record whose primary key satisfies certain condition. It is applied in interior data flow and exterior data flow; Same-type multi-records whole data items duplication duplicates whole data items of some records from the same DataTable whose general data items satisfy certain condition. It is applied in exterior data flow; Multi-types multi-records whole data items duplication duplicates whole data items of some records from different DataTables whose general data items satisfy certain condition. It is applied in exterior data flow; Single-record part data items duplication duplicates some data items of the record whose primary key satisfies certain condition. It is applied in interior data flow and exterior data flow; Same-type multi-records part data items duplication duplicates some data items of some records from the same DataTable whose general data items satisfy certain condition. It is applied in exterior data flow; Multi-types multi-records part data items duplication duplicates some data items of some records from different DataTables whose general data items satisfy certain condition. It is applied in exterior data flow.

4. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the problem that the existing workflow management systems are not effective in describing and establishing data flow, the architecture of workflow data management in distributed environment is proposed. Compared with the existing WfMSs, the proposed method gains much more benefits: (1) Establishing the data channel for exterior data flow. The runtime node using the data description and data access mechanism proposed in this paper triggers the data duplication mechanism of data level when it receives data. (2) The description of interior data flow is more convenient. The proposed method does not need describing data on every control flow that the data had to pass through, only needs describing data on provider activity and receiver activity. (3) The receiving mode of data is diversiform and extensible. Three modes of file duplication and six modes of data items duplication are put forward in this paper. The receiver activity can assemble many modes of data receiving. By adding a new data description of the receiving data and a new mode of data duplication in data level, the proposed receiving mode of data can be extended. (4) The logic level of the system is more clearly. Separating data flow from control flow reduces the affect on runtime level imposed by data level.
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